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In the states of Tabasco and Chiapas, Mexico there is a lack of long-term harvest 

scheduling models that consider the effects of the harvest activities on the surrounding 

areas. Additionally, these problems are combinatorial in nature, which makes them hard to 

solve. Consequently, only harvest scheduling for small areas can be solved to optimality 

using traditional approaches such as integer programming (IP). In this study, a genetic 

algorithms (GA) model was used to generate multiple viable solutions for long-term 

spatially constrained problems on large areas with a great number of management units. 

This model enables consideration of regeneration and reharvest in forest planning. The 

flexibility of the model allows it to handle a different set of time periods, database sizes, 

different species and diverse tree growth models. 

The data set employed corresponds to a eucalyptus plantation with a cutting cycle of 

seven years and a planning horizon of 10 rotation periods. Total plantation area is 300,000 

ha, divided in 5,388 harvest units. IP was used as a standard to validate the efficiency and 

accuracy of the GA method. The GA performance with different combinations of genetic 

operators was tested. Scheduled volume flow for simulated communities was computed. 

Additionally, three different volume assignment scenarios (low, medium and high) were 

compared to estimate the effect of volume assignment on the spatial optimization output. 
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The significant findings of this research are: 1) a long-term spatially constrained robust 

solution was found through the use of genetic algorithms for a large area with more harvest 

units than those reported elsewhere, 2) the solution allowed re-harvest in the same planning 

horizon, 3) most of the genetic algorithms runs performed.better than the integer 

programming, and 4) on average the volume scheduled for every simulated community was 

comparable for the two methods used in the work. In both cases, the percentages of the 

potential volume ranged between 7 and 29 %. 
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CHAPTER I • STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Problem Statement 

Two of the most important aspects of forest management are the schedule of the 

activities that assure the maximum profit at the minimum cost and the evaluation and 

mitigation of forest harvesting impacts in the neighboring areas. Some of the most common 

impacts are soil erosion, floods, sedimentation in downstream channels, loss of plant and 

wildlife habitats and visual quality impacts. These impacts could be lessened if mitigating 

rules such as the limitation of the maximum clear-cut area (adjacency restrictions), and the 

establishment of the minimum period of time that must pass before a recent harvest unit can 

be harvested again (green-up constraints) are considered in forest management plans. One 

of the most important aspects of impact assessment of timber harvesting is to look at 

possible impacts through time. Nonetheless, most forest managers start planning the next 

harvesting activities once that they have obtained the first results from a previous cut. 

However, doing this does not guarantee that imposed restrictions such as similar levels of 

timber volume for different planning periods (even-flow restriction) are satisfied on 

posterior time periods. Similarly, this happens with the adjacency restrictions, where 

choosing a given management unit not only influences what happens in the current period 

but also affects the availability of units that can be scheduled in subsequent periods. 

Perhaps the principal factor that prevents the evaluation of these impacts is the lack of a 

forest management model that enables the prediction of timber harvest scheduling for long-



term periods of time. These models are combinatorial in nature, which makes them hard to 

solve. For this reason, several authors have tried to solve them through the use of heuristic 

methods. Among these methods are Monte Carlo integer programming, simulated 

annealing, tabu search, and genetic algorithms. However, none of these authors has solved a 

long-term harvest scheduling problem for a large area considering tree stand reharvesting. In 

most of the related papers that claim the solution of this type of problem, the size of the 

study area and the number of management units or compartments employed are small and 

consequently the models are not practical under normal conditions. Additionally, since 

regeneration and subsequent reharvest are not considered, these models are not able to 

evaluate long-term sustainability of harvest scheduling. 

This work solved the long-term scheduling problem through the use of a heuristic 

technique known as genetic algorithms. Additionally, this problem was solved obtaining a 

near optimal solution through the use of integer programming. This last method is the 

standard for this type of problem whe«e the management activities are represented with 

binary alternatives: 1, 0; yes, no (for example, harvest or no harvest, or build or not build). 

The area of study for this work is located in Tabasco and Chiapas, Mexico. Here, as in 

many other parts of the world, there is no long-term strategy for forest management that 

considers what happens through time after a decision is made on a cutting strategy. First, 

systematic forest management experience is scarce in the area, and most of the management 

is based on previous experience. In most cases, the next cutting step is only planned after 

the output results of the preceding cutting strategy are available. Second, there is no clear 



recognition of the possible impacts that the harvest actions have on the adjacent forest 

resources. In other words, there is no explicit method to account for the spatial constraints in 

these areas. 

Research Objective 

The objective of this study was the creation of an original integrated management 

strategy to solve long-term spatially constrained forest scheduling problems on large areas 

with great numbers of management units. This approach produced several possible spatial 

scenarios through time allowing reharvesting to find a robust cutting strategy for a given 

area. This solution had to include spatial constraints that affect the timing and sizing of 

harvest of adjacent units. The flexibility of the management strategy created for this work 

can be applied to similar forest scheduling problems with a different set of periods, database 

sizes, and different tree species and diverse volume increments. In addition it might be 

generalized to other similar industries. 

Additionally, an intent to solve this large problem through integer programming gave 

important information of the current capability of the available software and hardware to 

solve problems larger than a couple of thousand variables and constraints. 
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CHAPTER n. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Optimization 

In the forestry industry , as in many other industries, profit is the goal. Minimizing cost 

while not violating imposed restrictions has always been part of the management process. 

For instance, some forest plans require the satisfaction of a given timber volume for every 

period not exceeding the capital or land available. In order to achieve this goal several 

optimization methods have been developed. Optimization then can be described as the 

process of allocating scarce resources to competing activities and at the same time satisfying 

the constraints of the problem at hand to minimize the cost or maximize the yield. As 

defined by Haupt and Haupt (1998), optimization is the process of obtaining the best result 

from a group of feasible solutions for a given problem. 

The methods used to solve optimization problems have been improved overtime. In 

spite of the progress in optimization techniques through deterministic programming, many 

practical problems remain too large or too complex to be solved by these methods. 

Consequently, other non-deterministic methods have been developed. Some of these new 

methods are heuristic and in some situations are the only viable option to solve these kinds 

of problems G^owsland 1995). For this reason, new optimization methods have appeared in 

the last few years. Neural networks, simulated annealing, stochastic machines, mean field 

theory, and genetic algorithms, have been proven to be effective in solving global 

optimization problems. 



From this group of new optimization methods two of the most encouraging are 

simulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithms (GA). Simulated annealing is a stochastic 

optimization technique, which has been used successfully to solve large combinatorial 

optimization problems. This technique is analogous to the process of annealing solids, 

where the matter is moved from a high-energy state to a low-energy state. The two most 

important elements to an annealing process are reaching an optimum state at each 

temperature, and the rate at which the process is cooled (Murray and Church 1995a). Based 

on this idea, the SA method starts looking for the solution and with certain probability 

(temperature) it allows a change in the direction of the search even if the new search space 

has a lower solution value (for a maximization problem). As the algorithm starts converging 

to the optimal solution, the probability of visiting new search spaces where the solution 

value is reduced decreases. Those search areas that improve the current solution can still be 

explored. With this mechanism the simulated annealing prevents the search from being 

trapped in a local maximum (Ansari and Hou 1997). 

The second method, genetic algorithms (GA) is a stochastic search approach that uses 

the same mechanisms as natural selection and genetics. This method is generally well suited 

to solve very complex problems where more traditional methods such as calculus and 

hillclimbing fail (Reeves 1995, Ansari and Hou 1997, Haupt and Haupt 1998). GA requires 

a string representation to code the parameter space, a fitness function to evaluate the strings, 

a set of genetic operators to create new strings and a set of probabilities to control the 

genetic operators. The algorithm uses a population of solutions rather than a single solution. 



With each iteration, the algorithm utilizes the information of the previous one to move 

toward the optimum. To avoid getting trapped in local minima or maxima, the algorithm 

introduces stochastic changes into the current solutions through the use of mutation and 

crossover operators. One of the more challenging aspects of the GA is the representation of 

the data in the solution or chromosome. The codification of the data in the chromosome can 

be done using different methods. GA can use a binary representation or the parameters 

themselves can be used directly in the chromosome. Then the chromosome can be defined 

as a string of parameters or codified parameters that represents a solution in the search 

space. In this study the chromosome is a string of numbers (ids) that identify each one of the 

management units. To take into account the dynamic aspect of the scheduling problem, each 

p)eriod is represented for a string of units' ids, that is a permutation of management units to 

be scheduled each {jeriod. 

As mentioned before the GA work with a population of chromosomes where the first 

population is almost always randomly generated. This first population is evaluated against 

the objective function and those chromosomes with the best fit are selected to go into the 

next iteration. The selection process chooses those chromosomes with the best degree of 

fitness in relation to the rest of the population. Those chromosomes with better fimess have 

more probability (p) of being selected. Where p is the fitness of a chromosome divided by 

the sum of the fitnesses of each chromosome in the population. Before a solution passes to 

the next iteration it can be selected to undergo crossover and/or mutation. Here too the 

solutions with better fitness have more probability to be chosen for crossover and 



consequently to pass part of their information to the next iteration. Crossover is the process 

by which two chromosomes interchange information. This process has severaJ variations 

but in its simple form consists of two steps, first a position in the two chromosomes is 

chosen and the two chromosomes are cut in this position, and second the parts that have 

been cut are switched to the other participating chromosome. The number of chromosomes 

that undergo crossover each iteration is calculated by the formula Xp x pop_size. Where Xp 

is the probability of crossover defmed by the user and pop_size is the population size. 

Mutation introduces some random changes to the chromosome arrangement. Here the 

algorithm chooses two locations in the same chromosome and switches the parameters 

between these two locations. As in the crossover process, the number of chromosomes that 

go through mutation is defined by a mutation probability also defined by the user. GA uses 

the randomization introduced by these two processes as a way to guide the search to 

different regions of the search space to explore for better solutions and at the same time to 

avoid getting trapped in a local optimum. A more detailed description of the GA operators 

can be found in Goldberg (1989), Michalewicz (1994), and Haupt and Haupt (1998). 

Forest Optimization 

In forest management practice several optimization methods have been utilized, among 

them: linear programming, goal programming, integer programming, dynamic 

programming, simulation, and the use of networks. These methods have been employed in 

different scenarios such as scheduling harvest on an even-aged forest maximizing either the 

volume or discounted value of all returns. In uneven-aged stands the same methods are used 



for determining the cutting cycle, cutting intensity and residual diameter distribution to 

maximize timber production or revenues. While achieving optimality in the solutions, these 

methods have to satisfy various constraints such as the area and volume control; managing 

time, distances, and flows, multistage decision; and simulation with random events 

(Buongiomo and Gilless 1987). Some examples and modiflcations of the above methods 

are described below. 

Perhaps the optimization method that has been used most extensively for timber 

harvest scheduling is linear programming. Several models that use linear programming as 

their optimization engine have been used widely in forest optimization problems. Some of 

these models are Timber Ram, Maxmillon, Musyc, and Forplan (Iverson and Alston 1986, 

OHara et al. 1989, McKenney 1990). Among these models, Forplan is the most widely 

used in the United States and in some other countries. This model has been applied for the 

multiple-use management of public and private forestlands. It generates the input matrix of 

variables and constraints for the problem formulation and it also writes the reports. The 

approach used by Forplan is to take into account multiple uses and integrate management to 

schedule harvest activities in the forest. This model requires as input several information 

layers such as: forest uses and outputs, land units, management prescriptions, biophysical 

yields and economical coefficients, management constraints, and planning horizon and 

objective function. However, this program does not handle interdependencies between 

management units or compartments. To overcome this weakness adjacency restrictions can 
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be included in the formulation, but this is a cumbersome task that can produce a formulation 

even harder to solve (Iverson and Alston 1986, McKenney 1990). 

Another optimization technique that has been used is multiple objective dynamic 

programming (MODP). Gong (1992) developed a multiple objective dynamic programming 

model to account for multiple non-commensurable objectives over a long time period. 

These objectives characterize the forest management problems, especially timber harvest 

planning. The idea behind this method is to take into account the uncertainties in future 

forest states and revenues/cost of management activities thus extending the standard 

stochastic Dynamic Programming (DP) method to incorporate multiple objectives. 

However, in this paper the method is only applied to a two-objective problem (revenue from 

timber harvesting and satisfaction with standing trees). Finally, the author concludes that the 

MODP is most applicable to small- and medium- scale problems such as stand alone 

optimization. 

Spatial Optimization 

Spatial optimization considers the effect that actions in one management unit will have 

in the neighboring areas. Several works have reviewed this topic (e.g., Thompson et al. 

1973, Nelson et al. 1988, OHara et al. 1989, Clements et al. 1990, Snyder and ReVelle 

1996a), and in most of the cases they have coped with it through the use of adjacency 

constraints that delineate the minimum exclusion period between adjacent clearcuts and the 

maximum clear-cut size restriction. Other authors have developed different ways to depict 



the spatial relationship, such as Hof and Severs (1998) who employed a cellular grid and 

geometric shapes to represent the spatial options in the management of the forest. The 

geometric shapes can be circles, rectangles, squares, ellipses, etc. and are used to 

characterize the spatial layout of vegetation types to account for edge and fragmentation 

effects. For example, if circles are used to describe the areas of old growth left uncut and the 

objective function includes the timber volume removed, habitat for an animal that is based 

simply on the area of old growth, and habitat for an edge dependent animal the model will 

determine the size an locations of the circles of old growth that maximizes the three 

objectives. 

Some of the first attempts to model the exclusion period restriction used linear 

programming, however, their resulting nonlinear solutions are difficult to interpret and 

impossible to implement (Lockwood and Moore 1993). More recently other authors have 

tried integer programming (IP) methods in the solution of this type of problems. However, 

these problems are combinatorial in nature, which makes its solution difficult through IP 

(Hof et al. 1994). As a result, some variations, such as Monte-Carlo integer programming 

(MCIP), have been developed to deal with these kinds of problems (Nelson et al. 1988, 

Nelson and Brodie 1990, Clements et al. 1990). However, these techniques also have failed 

to handle large combinatorial problems. In addition, other alternatives have been attempted 

such as simulated annealing (Lockwood and Moore 1993, Murray and Church 1995a, Tarp 

and Helles 1997), genetic algorithms (Mullen and Butler 1997), and tabu search (Thompson 

et al. 1994, Murray and Church 1995a). 
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Adjacency representation 

Perhaps one the most limiting factors for the use of mathematical programming to 

solve harvest scheduling planning is the efficient formulation of adjacency constraints. 

Generaliy a large number of adjacency constraints are needed to model an area of even 

modest size. This limits the size of the problems that can be effectively handled by the 

optimization software (Jones et al. 1991). Several authors have addressed the spatial 

adjacency representation problem. Among them, Thompson et al. (1973) developed a set of 

constraints that restricted the selection of adjacent units for harvest within three consecutive 

decades. They wrote a mutually exclusive constraint for each pair of adjacent units 

(pairwise representation). Meneghin et al. (1988) use two different kinds of representations: 

Type 1 and Type II. The first one (Type I) consists of an extension of the pairwise adjacency 

to triplet and quadruplets. The multiple adjacency restrictions of Type U arc an effort to 

reduce the number of constraints through the use of an aggregation procedure. More 

recently Jones ct al. (1991) used the Type I and Type II representations for the simplified 

case of one time period and one decision variable per polygon. They expanded the approach 

to multiple periods and multiple decision variables per polygon. 

Another intent to reduce the number of adjacency constrains is the work developed by 

Torres-Rojo and Brodie (1990). These authors created a heuristic procedure based on the 

concept of the penalty principle used in map coloring and graph theory called the four-color 

theorem to reduce the number of adjacency constraints. A different approach is proposed by 

Yoshimoto and Brodie (1994) who used an analytical algorithm. These authors developed 
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constraints based upon common adjacency relationships that center on specific 

compartmental units. They present a matrix approach to the adjacency representation that 

enables it to handle multiperiod problems. 

Murray and Church (1995b and 1996) measured and compared the efficacy of some of 

the above structural representations of adjacency conditions and proposed modification to 

the existent methods. They found that the Type I representation (Meneghin et al. 1988) is 

the most practical and promising approach for integer programming. Also, they offer an 

improvement through the use of the clique concept (mutually adjacent units) to deal with 

cliques larger than quadruplets. 

Following is a brief description of the methods most used in spatial optimization. They 

are grouped basically into two categories; integer progranrniing methods and stochastic and 

heuristic methods. 

Integer Programming Methods 

Snyder and ReVelle (1996a, 1996b) used a 1-0 integer programming formulation for a 

temporal timber harvesting model on a regular grid and on an irregular system of parcels in 

the presence of dynamic harvest adjacency restrictions. The dynamic component is based on 

the shortest path network flow model. These authors found the way to enforce not only the 

harvest adjacency constraints but extended them through time. The model allows for 

dynamic decisions to be made for each harvest unit in every period in the planning model. 

However, these authors did not consider non-declining or even-flow constraints, which 



imply that harvest volume cannot decrease from one period to the next period. These 

constraints must be included in order to have a more realistic solution. 

Stochastic and Heuristic Methods 

Many optimization problems encountered in engineering and fields such as the forestry 

industry belong to a class of difficult to solve problems where deterministic algorithms are 

not applicable. With the discovery and advances of various new optimization techniques, 

such as neural networks, simulated annealing, stochastic machines, mean field annealing, 

and genetic algorithms, some of the well-defined difficult problems may be solved more 

effectively (Ansari and Hou 1997). Some examples applied to forest management are 

described below. 

Monie-Carlo Integer Programming 

Clements et al. (1990) used a Monte-Carlo integer programming model to optimize 

forest harvest scheduling with spatial constraints. Even though this procedure does not 

guarantee finding the optimal solution, it is able to solve harvest scheduling problems of 

large dimensions (from 862 to 1154 units). This model was developed to generate short 

term (25 years), spatially feasible timber harvest plans, which account for operational and 

adjacency constraints. Some of the constraints are spatial harvest-flow (the upper and lower 

limits per period on the volume harvested from a management unit); temporal harvest-flow 

(lower and upper volume limits per period for several product types); spatial adjacency (the 



maximum size of cut openings), and temporal adjacency constraints (the time period delay 

between harvesting adjacent blocks). 

Nelson et al. (1988) and Nelson and Brodie (1990) used a random search algorithm to 

generate feasible solutions to area-based planning problems. Their approach is based on 

Monte-Carlo integer programming (MCIP) to maximize the present net value of the harvest 

over a 30-year planning horizon (three one-decade periods). They also considered road 

projects and volume and net revenue flows. However, their study area consisted of only 

1700 ha divided into 45 harvest units. 

Projection Alternative Technique 

Yoshimoto et al. (1994) presents a new heuristic called Projection alternative technique 

(PATH) for a spatially constrained harvest scheduling problem. The proposed heuristic can 

handle multiple harvesting for each harvest unit over a long time horizon (10 decades). 

Their study area was of 4190 ac. for a total of 45 harvest units. The advantage of the 

proposed algorithm results from partitioning the problem into subproblems period by 

period, then defining the objective of the subproblem at each period by minimizing absolute 

unfeasibility on evenflow constraints. 

Simulated Annealing 

Lockwood and Moore (1993) examined the utility of simulated annealing (SA) in 

solving large timber harvest scheduling problems satisfying the exclusion period and 

maximum clear-cut area restrictions. This method uses a trade-off between quality of results 



and the resources invested in solving the problem, which enables handling larger problems 

than IP and MCIP methods. In addition, the mechanism that tracks spatial constraints can 

handle any topological configuration of adjacent stands. However, this approach is unable 

to schedule more than one activity per stand and is consequently not able to evaluate options 

for a second growth forest. For this reason, it cannot be used by itself to establish long-term 

sustainable harvest levels or determine appropriate silvicultural investment strategies. 

Modification to this program to enable it to handle more than one silvicultural treatment or 

include stand reharvest in the planning horizon would drive the computation requirements 

beyond what was tractable for this paper, that is 27,548 forest stands, 12 (5-years) periods 

and a single harvest rotation. 

Murray and Church (1995a) also examined simulated annealing to generate operational 

forest plans. These plans include decisions to optimize harvest and road construction 

scheduling. They found that the approach produces high quality solutions in a relative short 

amount of time. However, their data bases were small, with only 45 compartments and 52 

roads linkages, and limiting the unit harvest to at most once in the planning interval. 

Tarp and Helles (1997) combined linear programming with simulated annealing to 

generate optimal strategies of fmal harvest scheduling. The former approach accounts for a 

profit maximization objective combined with sustainability constraints, while the later 

approach accounts for the adjacency restrictions. The results from the use of this model are 

obtained through the use of a four step iterative procedure: 1) determination of the optimal 

solution using linear programming, 2) determination of the optimal solution employing SA, 
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3) comparison of both methods on a map of the scheduled compartment for each method, 

and 4) economic analysis comparing both solutions. The study area was a forest of 74.7 ha 

divided into 25 compartments. 

Tabu search 

Tabu search is a heuristic method whose main feature is to avoid getting trapped in a 

local optima by temporally prohibiting the algorithm going back to a previously found local 

optima. This method has been used in forest scheduling by several researchers, as stand 

alone or in combination with other methods (Thompson et al. 1994, Murray and Church 

1995a, Walters 1997). In the context of this dissertation the most relevant work is by 

Thompson et al. (1994), because they developed a long-term harvest scheduling model. The 

model is capable of handling a period of 120 years (twelve 10-year periods), for 491 blocks, 

and at the same time considering even-flow. Tlie problem included 1616 adjacency and 12 

wildlife constraints. According to the authors, the model is computationally practical and 

efficient for this particular problem. 

Genetic Algorithms 

Mullen and Butler (1997) applied genetic algorithms (GA) to the adjacency constrained 

timber harvest scheduling problems. They used two variations of GA and compared them 

with the results of MCIP. Their results show that the two GA based programs outperform 

the MCIP in the timed lest runs. The value of the maximum objective function found for the 

genetic algorithms models are 1.4% and 3.5% better for each one of the models with respect 



to the MCIP. Nonetheless, these authors limited the number of times that a unit could be 

harvested in the planning horizon to one. 

Despite the advances claimed in several of these works, there still exists a lack of long-

term models that consider large numbers of management units. Additionally, only few them 

have partially considered the possibility of planning the harvest schedule taking into 

consideration the volume yield product of regeneration and consequently the reharvest of 

the management units in the same planning horizon. Those works that allow long-term 

scheduling do not facilitate the use of regeneration harvesting, and most of them just 

schedule the harvesting of the management units given an initial projection of the volume 

growth and yield opportunities in each future period. 

This study generates multiple viable solutions for long-term spatially constrained 

problems on areas with a great number of management units. Having multiple robust timber 

harvest solutions will make the decision making process easier if some variables considered 

in this process change or if new environmental regulations are introduced or the economic 

factor change. The GA program developed also enables the consideration of regeneration 

and reharvest in the model. This capability makes possible the evaluation of the long-term 

sustainability of timber harvest. Although the examples used here are for a eucalyptus 

plantation, the model's flexibility enables it to handle a different set of periods, database 

sizes, different species and diverse tree growth models. 
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CHAPTER ni - DATA AND METHODS 

Research methodology 

Two methods were used to deal with the impact of the spatial configuration of a 

management action on the outputs of interest over time and constraints that limited the size 

of contiguous cleared areas at any point in time. These procedures were genetic algorithms 

(GA) and integer programming (IP). The representation of the adjacency constraints in the 

IP formulation was Type I (Meneghin, et al. 1988), which is simple and allows the 

extension to a multiperiod problem. 

Genetic algorithms were chosen because they have been tested for similar hard to solve 

scheduling problems yielding satisfying results. The integer progranmiing method was used 

to also find the optimal solution for the problem and because this method is the standard for 

this type of spatial scheduling forest harvest problem. IP served to validate the results 

obtained from the genetic algorithm approach. The integer programming approach to find 

the optimal solution for the whole study area was not possible, therefore the problem was 

solved by obtaining the best viable solution after a set period of execution time. Then its 

output was used as the standard to validate the heuristic solutions obtained through genetic 

algorithms. For this work, the objective was the long-term timber harvest scheduling (70 

years, 10 rotation periods) on a eucalyptus plantation maximizing the harvested volume. 

While achieving this, various constraints regarding the patterns of timber output over time 

(even-flow), green-up constraints, and adjacency constraints were considered. 
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Several steps prior to the experimentation with the genetic algorithms and solution with 

integer programming were necessary in order to have the data set and all the inputs for the 

program ready to use (Appendix A). Some of these steps are described below. 

Study Area 

The study area is located in the Mexican southeast states of Tabasco and Chiapas, with 

extreme coordinates: 18° 00' N, 94° 00' W -17° 30' N, 91° 00' W (Figure 1). The 

elevations range below 5(X) m with mean annual temperature ranging between 24° C and 

26° C. The mean annual precipitation is abundant, varying from 1,500 mm to 3,5(X) mm. 

The drainage pattern is complex. The principal rivers are the Grijalva and Usumacinta. 

While the main part of the vegetation cover is altered, there arc still areas with original 

vegetation classified as tropical evergreen forests. However, the areas of original vegetation 

are highly fragmented and scattered on a background matrix of grassland areas. This area 

presents many of the problems that characterize the developing countries, such as, hunger, 

depletion of the land, water pollution, and inadequate nutrition and over population. Most of 

the population depends on agriculture and the use of the natural resources for their survival, 

however, the use of the natural resources has been disorderly. 
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Figure 1. Study Area 
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The Study Case 

The forest harvest scheduling technique developed here seems to be flexible enough to 

deal with many databases and be useful for different situations in forest management. To 

demonstrate its capability to solve long-term spatially constrained timber scheduling, two 

forest databases were used: a small pine forest used as a pilot study and a eucalyptus 

plantation database. A description for the eucalyptus plantation is provided here, and 

information on the pine forest is provided in the pilot study section. 

The eucalyptus plantation in Mexico is planned for the production of pulpwood on 

300,000 ha, of which only 215,000 were determined as suitable for the plantation. Those 

85,000 ha excluded for plantation purposes were areas that presented continuous floods, 

areas with natural vegetation with extensions larger than 10 hectares, and those areas 

already eliminated by the company forest experts. The plantation is projected to have a 

density of 1,100 trees/ha (separation of 3 m x 3m), in management units of less than ICX) ha. 

The cultivated species will be Eucalyptus grandis and harvest would be realized when the 

trees reach commercial sizes, at approximately seven years. The investors estimated that the 

mean annual increment in the area is of about 35 m^ ha"' a ' for a rotation period of seven 

years. 

Pilot Study 

A pilot exercise was conducted with a pine forest database used by Mullen (1996). This 

database contained information on the predicted volume for ten periods. It did not include 



estimation for regeneration volumes. For this reason, I used a linear regression to estimate 

the growth after the first harvest. The advantage of using of this database was to monitoring 

the performance of the genetic algorithms used in this work allowing regeneration on the 

same planning horizon. Additionally, its relatively small size of just 42 management units 

made it possible to conduct a more complete set of trials testing the efficiency of the genetic 

algorithms approach. Some of these tests would be impossible to realize given the size of 

the eucalyptus plantation and time restrictions. At the same time the use of these data 

supported the fact that this model can be used for different species that might have distinct 

volume increments. 

Management units generation 

To explore the harvest scheduling opportunities through time, it is essential to have a 

map with the appropriate management units. However, because of the lack of such a map 

for the eucalyptus plantation, it was necessary to create management units. These units were 

contiguous areas sharing similar attributes and were generated through geographic 

information systems (GIS) analysis. To generate these units the study area was partitioned 

using the intersection of the different data layers. Those attributes assumed to affect tree 

growth, and help to delimit the homogeneous areas that require unique management 

practices and have similar responses to the management activities were: soil type, mean 

annual precipitation, elevation, slope, and geologic material (Appendix B). To assure that 

the management units were geographically compact the first step was to reclassify the 



continuous maps into nominal and ordinal maps. In this way, contiguous areas were 

generated that shared similar values (same category) for a given variable. 

The different data layers described above were overlaid to find those zones that had the 

same value for all the variables used in the analysis. Once these data layers were overlaid, 

those areas bigger than 100 ha (which is the maximum area allowed to be cut in a given 

period) having the same characteristics were identified to be divided in further analysis. 

Areas of less than 100 ha were included as management units for the analysis. This process 

was repeated using then a finer classification of the data base themes. That is, each of the 

data layers was reclassified to a finer resolution. Finally those areas that were impossible to 

break down with the described procedure were separated manually. This last process was 

subjective and facilitated the creation of areas of 100 ha or less. At this point the areas were 

relatively homogeneous so the decision of how divide them was not relevant. 

Volume file creation 

In the study area no timber yield information was available. The only available 

information was the estimated mean annual increment for the study area of about 35 m^ ha ' 

a ' for a rotation period of seven years (Centro de Ecologia, 1996). 

However, taking this volume amount for all the management units would have not 

considered the possible volume yield variation given the plantation size. Additionally, the 

range of estimated annual increment reported in the literature varied between 13 and 40 m^ 

ha ' a ' for the same rotation period (Amida 1981, Evans, 1992, Carrere and Lohmann, 



1996). This increment was also supported by the work of Bredenkamp (1984) who shows 

that this high increment is only sustainable up to the seventh year and after that time the rate 

of increment drops significantly. 

For this reason, and because most of the information for the planning of this plantation 

was taken from similar eucalyptus plantations in Brazil, it was decided to use volume 

estimations from plantations in that country. The volume values were taken from a range of 

13 to 40 m^ ha ' a ' reported by Arruda (1981). To account for the site variability that could 

be present in such a huge study area a random assignment of the volume to each 

management unit was done. To randomize the assignment of volume to each management 

unit the Microsoft Excel random number generator was used. 

Supporting this decision was the fact that the main objective of this work was to prove 

the viability of the use of genetic algorithms to solve long-term scheduling problems and 

that the area was being used as an example. As the required information is generated in the 

study area the necessary adjustments can be done. 

Volume constraints file 

The upper and lower bound volume values for each period were calculated as follows: 

the lower bound value was calculated using the minimum mean annual increment in the 

range used in this work, that is 13 m^ ha ' a '. The maximum volume was calculated using 

the maximum mean annual increment volume that is 40 m^ ha ' a '. Those values were 



multiplied by the ten percent of the total hectares on the plantation area to calculate the 

lower and upper volume bound for each one of the ten periods used. 

Maximum clearcut area and exclusion period 

The maximum clearcut area was set to 100 ha. This is a commercial plantation and 

smaller timber harvest areas would be not economically viable. This size agrees with the 

one reported by Walters (1997) for a forest-products company operating in the southeast of 

the United States. This company has limited its clearcut areas to less than 240 acres 

(approximately 1(X) ha). The criterion followed by this company is to meet the adjacency 

constraints, green-up and opening size constraints. Additionally, the opinions of other 

authors that use different criteria to set the "appropriate" clearcut size were considered. The 

reported values for the clearcut areas ranged between 10 and 100 ha. Among these criteria is 

wildlife habitat conservation, visual quality, soil conservation and water quality (Hunter 

1990, Bradshaw 1992, Paquet and Belanger 1997). 

The exclusion or green-up period was set to two periods, that is, if a management unit 

is harvested in a given period this unit and its adjacent units cannot be harvested after 14 

years have passed. It is assumed that in this period of time the natural vegetation would 

grow in the area helping to reduce erosion, floods, and providing wildlife refuge. 
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Adjacency file 

The file of adjacencies for management units showed in Figure 2 was created using the 

GIS software Arc/Info. Nonetheless, the default option to generate a list of polygon 

adjacencies only considers two polygons/units as adjacent if they share a border. However, 

for this work those units that shared at least a point were considered as adjacent. For this 

reason, a C-H- program was written to generate the required adjacency file. First, a list of 

polygons and corresponding nodes was created in the GIS system. This file was the input 

for the program that generates the adjacency file. The program finds those polygons that 

share a node and includes them in the adjacency file. Since two polygons can share more 

than one vertex the program eliminates those repeated polygon adjacency records. 

Integer programming 

The IP formulation was set using the adjacency constraint technique, where adjacent 

units are not allowed to be cut in the same period or in contiguous periods (green-up or 

exclusion period). This approach was used instead of enabling adjacent units to be cut in the 

same period given that they do not exceed a previously defined maximum clearcut area. The 

main reason for not using this "grouping approach" is that it would have been impractical 

trying to represent all the possible combinations of allowable unit groupings. It would have 

been necessary to represent all these combinations for each group of adjacent units. This 

formulation would have been even harder to solve for the optimization software for a large 

scheduling problem as presented here. 



Figure 2. Grid of cjidos (communities) and distribution of the management units. 
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The forest planning integer programming formulation that was used in this work 

follows below: 

Maximize Z = vy xy 

Subject to: 

1) LVj < Vij Xjj > UVj for all j 

2 )Xi <= 1 for all i in A 

3 )Xjj = 0, 1 for all i, j 

i = index of management units (i = 1, 2,..., N) 

j = index of time periods (t = 1, 2,...,P) 

Vij = volume harvested in unit i in period j 

A = group of units mutually adjacent 

UVj = upper bound on total volume harvested in period t 

LVj = lower bound on total volume harvested in period t 

Decision variables: Xjj = 1 if unit i is harvested in time j; 0 otherwise 

Constraints in (1) are the upper and lower bounds on harvest volume in each time 

period. Constraint (2) is the adjacency restrictions to prevent simultaneous harvest of 

adjacent management units. Constraint (3) is the integer restriction. This formulation is a 

modification from OHaraet al. (1989), Nelson and Brodie (1990), Jones et al. (1991), 

Murray and Church (1996). See Appendix C for a brief description of the Branch & Bound 

method. 



Adjacency representation 

The creation of Type I adjacency constraints in the integer programming formulation 

followed the work of Meneghin et al. (1988). These authors use a matrix of units and they 

select the units that are mutually adjacent to each other. First they select those units that 

belong to quadruplets (four mutually adjacent units), then triplets and the remaining 

adjacent units are considered as pairwise constraints. Because of the size of the eucalyptus 

plantation problem, a program was written to generate the spatial constraints translating the 

algorithm described in Meneghin et al. (1988) to a C++ program. This was necessary since 

it would have been impossible to manually keep track of the adjacency relationships 

between management units. This program takes as input the file of adjacencies, the file of 

volumes, and the file of volume restrictions. Instead of the above mentioned matrix, this 

program checks each one of the records of the adjacency file to see if their units belong to a 

triplet or a quadmplet. The program starts looking for triplets. If both units in a given record 

are adjacent to a third unit these units belong to a triplet and there will be two other 

adjacency records that contain the two original units and the third unit of the triplet. The 

three participating records are flagged (the recently found triplet it is not identified as Type I 

until the program has check if it belongs to a quadruplet). Then the program looks for 

quadruplets, here there will be three more records that contain the three original units each 

one adjacent to the fourth unit. As for the triplets case each of the participating records is 

flagged. The whole list of adjacency records is searched according to the following rules 

and actions: 
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1. Quadruplets are identified before triplets 

2. Those adjacency records belonging to a triplet or quadruplet are flagged. 

3. When a quadruplet or triplet is identified it is recorded as Type I adjacency constraint 

if the following conditions are met: 

a. For a quadruplet, at least two of the adjacency records must not be flagged. 

b. For a triplet, at least one of the adjacency records must not be flagged. 

4. Any pair of units in an adjacency record that can not be included in a quadruplet or 

triplet are recorded as Type I pairs. 

In addition to the formulation of the Type I constraints for the problem, the program 

generated a file in the format of a linear programming problem. This file was converted into 

the MPS format, which is a conventional ASCII format accepted for most of the 

commercial optimization software through the use of the optimization software 

LP_SOLVE. More information about the MPS format can be found in Murtagh (1981). 

The integer programming problems were solved using PC Pentium HI processor and 

256 MB in RAM (additional memory was allocated through virtual memory). To solve the 

scheduling problem the IBM mixed integer programming solutions product OSLMSLV 

program was used. This package was chosen because it is able to handle large problems 

with thousand of variables and thousand of constraints. Its limitations to solve big problems 

are only imposed by the hardware. Additionally this software is free for academic use. The 

program was run for 24 and 72 hours. 
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Genetic algorithms 

The genetic algorithms program works through the generation of a random permutation 

of the management units' numbers to be scheduled. Then the program picks one by one the 

units in that permutation. It starts with the first unit in the permutation. If scheduling this 

unit does not break either the volume or the area constraints it is scheduled for the current 

period. Otherwise, if considering the harvest of this unit violates any constraint the unit is 

eliminated from the current period and the next unit in the permutation is evaluated. This 

algorithm is repeated until no more units are left in the permutation or until the scheduled 

volume becomes greater than the upper bond volume restriction. This procedure has been 

used recurrently in the forest spatial optimization approaches, for instance the random 

ordering heuristic optimization technique developed by Yoshimoto et al. (1994) and also 

followed by Mullen and Butler (1997), OUara et al. (1989), Nelson and Brodie (1990), 

Lockwood and Moore (1993), and Tarp and Helles (1997). All these authors used the 

random generated permutation of management units. However, all of them differ in the way 

in which the permutations are transformed to explore different search spaces, on the way 

they set the probabilities to accept or reject a permutation that decreases the amount of 

volume harvested and in the way that they evaluated the goodness of a given permutation. 

For this work the harvest scheduling was directly represented on each chromosome, by 

encoding a permutation of management units to be scheduled for each period. That is, the 

problem was represented in the genetic algorithms formulation through the use of a two 

dimensional array as represented in the table below. The columns represent the management 
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units and the rows represent the periods. In this example we have ten management units and 

three periods. This representation has the advantage of requiring less storage than a binary 

codification because a single number represents each unit instead of Nbits integers required 

for a binary representation. The GA uses a population of permutations of the management 

units to be scheduled. 

Periods; Units 
1 2 9 4 6 7 5 3 1 8 10 j 
2 i 9 5 3 .6 2 10 1 7 4 8 ! 

3 i 5 10 6 7 1 4 2 8 3 9 1 

In order to develop the GA optimization model for constrained forest scheduling a C++ 

library of genetic algorithms called GAlib (Wall 1996) was used. This software was 

selected because it offers great flexibility in the implementation of GA. It supports different 

types of genetic algorithm operators, several options for chromosome representation and 

initialization. This flexibility is important in a work like this in which there is no previous 

experimentation with the different GA operators for a long-term constrained forest 

scheduling problem. 

The genetic algorithms program had several input files, among them the file of 

estimated volumes for each management unit and period, the file of maximum and 

minimum volume allowed by period, the file of units' area, and the adjacency file. 

For this work, what Mullen (1997) called the "grouping approach" was used. Other 

authors as well have used this approach (see, for example, Clements et ai. 1990, Lockwood 

and Moore 1993). This grouping approach means that the units are prohibited from being 



cut in the same period or simultaneous periods not if they are adjacent, but only if they 

exceed the maximum size of cut openings. This is a more convenient and less restrictive 

approach to represent the maximum clear-cut area. With this approach we can avoid 

restricting the harvest of two small units adjacent to each other if they do not exceed the 

maximum allowed clear-cut area. The basic principle was taken from Mullen (1997) and 

Mullen and Butler (1997). The program generates a list of units for each period then the 

solution is evaluated against the objective function. The best solution at the moment is 

recorded and written to a file. Then the genetic operators mutation and crossover enter to 

modify the population solutions. Next the scheduling engine selects only those units that do 

not violate the adjacency and volume restrictions. The program also checks for the green-

up period, that is, it tests if the adjacency restrictions were present not only in the same 

period but also in the number of periods specified by the user. Several modifications to this 

approach were made to allow it to handle multiperiod harvest scheduling and at the same 

time permitting reharvest in the planning horizon. 

Different genetic operator's options were used in order to obtain the best performance 

of the genetic algorithms. Among them: population size (10, 20 and 50), number of 

iterations (from 100 to 2000), different crossover probabilities (from 0.1 to 2.0), and five 

mutation probabilities (0.01,0.02,0.05,0.1 and 0.2). These mutation values agree with the 

information compiled by Haupt and Haupt (1998). These authors found in several 

experiments varying the mutation probability that GA work best between 0.1 and 0.4, and 

that above this range too many good solutions are mutated. In addition, the genetic 



algorithms used in this work had two flavors: simple and steady state. The simple genetic 

algorithm uses non-overlapping populations, that is, at each generation the whole 

population is renewed. The new population is formed crossing individuals from the old 

population. For this work elitism was used, meaning that the best individual of an old 

population always passes to the new population. To the contrary, the steady state uses 

overlapping populations, here at each generation the algorithm creates a temporary 

population and then mixes it with the old population. After this combination the worst 

individuals are eliminated to maintain the same population size. With this option the new 

individuals added to the temporary population may or may not pass to the new population. 

If a just added individual is worse than all the previous individuals it will not be included in 

the new population. 

The idea behind the experimentation with different types of genetic algorithm operators 

is that sometimes the GA are unable to find an optimal solution and get trapped into local 

optima. In most of the cases this happens because of premature convergence due to high 

selection pressure as described previously. 

In total the genetic algorithm program was run 1620 times for the pilot study and 60 

times for the eucalyptus problem combining different parameters to obtain the best solution 

and at the same time test the performance in relation to the parameters used. Here, best 

solution refers to that solution with the largest timber volume over the planning horizon 

after the defined set of mns. Because the randomness of the GA method and lack of 

information on its performance for timber harvest scheduling, the runs for the eucalypt 



plantation were realized using the same set of parameters than for the pilot study instead of 

just employing the best parameters obtained on the pilot study. Consequently, the eucalypt 

runs were themselves used to get information about performance of the GA scheduling 

method for large data sets. 

Sensitivity analysis 

To check the influence of the different volume assignments to the final results, an 

analysis of sensitivity was performed. This analysis consisted of a comparison of the spatial 

harvest patterns through the planning horizon. The analysis was realized considering three 

volume assignment scenarios: low, medium and high. That is, for each scenario all the 

management units were assigned with the same mean annual volume increment. For the low 

scenario it was 13 m^ ha ' a ', 26 m^ ha ' a"' for the medium and 40 m^ ha ' a ' for the high. 

The integer programming runs for the three volume scenarios were 24 hours in length. This 

time was set after obtaining the results for the randomization assignment runs where the 

obtained maximum value was equal between the 24 hour and 72 hour runs. That is, the 

software was incapable of improving the solution found in 24 hours after letting it run for an 

additional period of 48 hours. The comparison of the harvesting patterns through time was 

realized contrasting those units that were selected each period for the high scenario against 

those selected for the medium and low. This same comparison was realized for the medium 

and low scenarios. However, because the number of necessary units to fulfill the volume 

requirements increased as the volume per unit decreased those additional units were 

excluded from the comparison. 
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Volume flow analysis 

For this plantation the investing firm plans to form a joint venture agreement with the 

ejidos (communities) owners. In this type of agreement both parties are required to create a 

company in which the investing firm provides capital and the ejido the required land. The 

ejido's owners become then stakeholders of the new company along with the investing firm 

(North-South Trade & Investment 1997). The approach of the firm is to divide the benefits 

between the short and long terms. They are going to provide the ejido with a lease payment 

that starts as soon as the joint-venture company is created. The ejido is also going to receive 

shares and dividends as soon as the plantation starts to produce them. Even though this 

scheduling program was not created to respond to this question it is good to know if those 

ejidos (communities) that enter in this joint-venture agreement are going to receive the 

expected dividends each cutting period. For this reason a volume flow analysis was 

performed. Because the real ejido's limits were unknown at the time and almost impossible 

to obtain due to bureaucratic procedures, hypothetical ejido limits were created to simulate 

what could have happened if they were real ejido limits. Since under Mexican agrarian law 

a single ejido can not contribute more than 20,000 ha for forestry on a joint-venture 

agreement, the size of the supposed ejidos was set to the maximum permitted. To generate 

the hypothetical ejidos a rectangular grid was created in the Arc/Info GIS. This polygon 

coverage consisted of 42 rectangles (20,000 m x 10,000 m) that fully covered the study area 

(Figure 2). This ejido layer was overlaid with the management unit's cover obtaining the 

union of both covers. In this way, if a management unit belonged to two ejidos its area was 



split between those ejidos. Thus, the total harvestable area for an ejido was only calculated 

with the portion of the management units falling in its limits. The scheduled volume in each 

ejido for each period was calculated multiplying the portion of the management unit area 

falling in a given ejido, times the random assigned volume of each unit. To calculate the 

volume flow, the volume scheduled by each ejido was computed by period and compared 

against the expected volume. The expected volume was considered as the amount of 

volume that could be obtained if the whole ejido area were harvested each period. 

Finally, the optimization outputs were linked back to a geographic information system. 

Appendix D includes a harvest schedule for the first 100 management units. This output 

from the GA optimization program was connected back to the GIS. Here the id number of 

each management unit (polygon) was used as the relate item to link the schedule output to 

the feature attribute table of the management units layer showed on Figure 2. Once that the 

schedule information was linked to the management units map the scheduled units were 

queried in the GIS ArcView. Through the integration of these technologies the decision

maker will be able to evaluate the possible impacts of the harvesting activities and also to 

depict the distribution of these possible impacts as well as several spatial patterns of 

harvest. 

Data Collection Methodology 

People at the Centro de Ecologia UNAM, digitized the thematic maps as part of an 

environmental assessment project for this forest plantation (Centro de Ecologia 1996). The 



themes included were soil types, elevation, roads, towns, and geologic material. Once in 

digital format, the maps were transformed into nominal maps. Also, the nominal vegetation 

and land use map was created at UNAM through the classification of Landsat-TM satellite 

images from 1993. The map of precipitation was interpolated from data obtained from the 

Meteorological service of Mexico. The pixel resolution for all the themes was 1 ha. 



CHAPTER IV -RESULTS 

The main objective of this work, an original method to solve long-term spatially 

constrained forest harvest scheduling problem, was developed. The method was adapted 

from the work presented by Mullen (1997) and Mullen and Butler (1997) and modified to 

consider regeneration and reharvest in the planning horizon and proved to perform 

relatively well against the integer programming. The harvest scheduling distribution for the 

best genetic algorithms solution and integer programming solution are presented in Figures 

3 and 4. Here, the scheduled units look scattered over the study area and there is no visual 

difference between the two schedules generated with both methods. An analysis of figures 

three and four in the GIS showed that for the GA solution 53,570 ha are never cut, or 25% 

of the total area. Of the total area, 74.4 % is scheduled to be cut from one to four times in 

the planning horizon and only 0.69 % is scheduled five or six times. Similar percentages 

were found in the next three best GA solutions. And for IP 72,590 ha (34%) are not 

scheduled for harvest on the planning horizon. 64.6 % of the total area is scheduled from 

one to four times and 1.63 % is scheduled for harvest from five to nine times in the planning 

horizon. For similar studies including reharvest in their scheduling models the problem of 

areas not harvested in the planning horizon is less evident. For example, in the case of 

Snyder and ReVelle (1996a) those uncut areas represent just 1 % of the total area. A larger 

percentage was left uncut in the study by Clements et al. (1990), here 13 % of the 

management units was not scheduled. The higher percentage obtained in this work is 

perhaps due to a more restrictive formulation. Here, the exclusion period 
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Period 1 

Period 2 

Scheduled unit for harvesting 

Figure 3a. Harvest scheduling using genetic algoriduns. 
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Periods 

Period 4 

Scheduled unit for harvesting 

Figure 3b. Harvest scheduling using genetic algorithms. 
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Period 5 

Period 6 

Scheduled unit for harvesting 

Figure 3c. Harvest scheduling using genetic algorithms. 



Period 7 

Period 8 

Scheduled unit for harvesting 

Figure 3d. Harvest scheduling using genetic algorithms. 
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Period 10 

m Scheduled unit for harvesting 

Figijre 3e. Harvest scheduling using genetic algorithms. 
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Period 1 

Period 2 

m Scheduled unit for harvesting 

Figure 4a. Harvest scheduling using integer programming. 



Periods 

Period 4 

Scheduled unit for harvesting 

Figure 4b. Harvest scheduling using integer programming. 



Periods 

Period 6 

^ Scheduled unit for harvesting 

Figure 4c. Harvest scheduling using integer programming. 
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Period 7 

Period 8 

Scheduled unit for harvesting 

Figure Ad. Harvest scheduling using integer programming. 
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Period 9 

Period 10 

I Scheduled unit for harvesting 

Figure 4e. Harvest scheduling using integer programming. 



was set to two periods (14 years) and include the harvested unit as well as all of its adjacent 

units. To the contrary, in the case of Snyder and ReVelle (1996a), they only apply the 

exclusion period to the harvested unit. In the case of Clements et al. (1990), they use a 

green-up constraint of three periods, but it is only applied to some areas that are used for 

wildlife conservation. 

The average of the genetic algorithms runs fell in the 99.99% of the possible maximum 

solution. The maximum value obtained with the GA was better than the IP solution. In 

addition, the computing times were relatively shorter for genetic algorithms ranging 

between l'/2 and 5 hours. Consequently, in the same time required to get the best integer 

programming solution at least five different solutions could be generated with the genetic 

algorithms. Furthermore, the GA solutions offer a variety of spatial harvesting patterns. This 

was confirmed comparing the four best solutions, those with the maximum scheduled 

volume in the planning horizon. Here, from 70% to 75% of the scheduled area is exclusive 

to only one solution in each one of the periods. From 22% to 25% of the scheduled area was 

coincident to two solutions in each one of the ten harvesting periods. To the contrary, the 

scheduled area coincident to three or four solutions was very small ranging between 3 and 5 

% and from 0.3 to 0.6 % respectively. 

The formulation for the integer programming required of 53,880 variables and 54,568 

constraints distributed in the following form: 10 volume constraints (including the lower 

and upper volume bounds) and 54,558 spatial constraints divided in: 15426 quadruplets, 

35046 triplets, 4086 pairwise restrictions. To solve the problem the integer program was run 
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for 72 hours. The maximum volume obtained with IP using the random assignment was 

60,265,420 m^, that is 18, 580 m^ below the possible maximum of 60,284,000 m^. It 

seemed that after the first 24 hours the program got stuck and was incapable of improving 

the solution and consequently unable to find the optimal solution. 

However, checking the IP output it was clear that the changes in the objective 

function (scheduled volume) were each time smaller, which suggested that the program 

was converging to an optimal solution. In spite of this, the best solution obtained through 

this method was in the 99.97 % of the possible maximum. So for practical purposes it 

was considered as the standard to check the performance of the genetic algorithms results. 

According to Table 1 the sensitivity analysis results suggested that the harvest pattern 

was highly sensitive to the volume assignment scenarios. As could be expected the number 

of management units required to satisfy the volume requirement needed to be bigger if the 

contribution of each unit was less. That is, only 5045 units were selected when the high 

volume scenario was used, it was followed for the medium volume scenario with 7178 units 

and for the low scenario with 7683 units. These numbers considered units that were 

scheduled for more than one period, which explains why these numbers exceed the 

maximum number of management units. Because of this difference in the number of 

harvested units the comparisons were only focused in those management units that were 

chosen for the high scenario. Here, the results suggested that the proposed volume could 

highly impact the selection of the management units. Comparing those units that were 

scheduled when the high volume scenario was used against those scheduled with the 
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Table 1. a) Number of units cut by volume 
scenario and b) percentage of harvested units 
shared between scenarios. 1) high; 2) low + high; 
3) medium + high; 4) low + medium + high. 
Mean annual increment foe scenario: low-91 
m ha" a ; medium-182 m ha' a" ; high-280 

J • ^ ~ I. 
m ha a . 

a) 
Scenario Number of units 

Random 

Low 
Medium 

High 

7683 
7178 
5045 
6875 

b) 
Combination Number of units Percentage 

3 
4 

Total of units 

2362 
420 
1185 
1078 
5045 

46.82 
8.33 
23.49 
21.37 
100 



medium and low scenarios only 21.37 % of the units coincide in the three different 

scenarios. A greater amount of units was shared between the medium and high scenarios 

44.86 % (23.49 % + the previous 21.37 %), and as would be expected, the amount of units 

shared between the high and low scenarios was smaller with only 29.7 % (8.33 % + the 

previous 21.37 %). To the contrary, those units that were only cut when the high scenario 

was used correspond to 46.82 %, that is almost half of the units selected were specific for 

the high volume scenario. 

The results for the volume flow analysis were unexpected because the percentage of the 

scheduled volume by period was very similar for the two methods employed (integer 

programming and genetic algorithms). According to Table 2 for the GA method the 

percentage of scheduled volume with respect to the possible volume for ejido varied 

between 0 and 50.4 % with an average of 15.1 %. Similar percentages were obtained for 

the LP method with percentages that varied between 0 and 51.9 % with an average of 15.3 % 

(Table 3). Nonetheless, when those ejidos with low area contribution (8, 16 and 40) were 

excluded from the analysis the resulting percentages were less variant. That is, for genetic 

algorithms the new range varied between 6.9 and 28 % with an average of 15.1 %. Similar 

behavior was shown when these ejidos were excluded from the integer programming 

analysis, where the results ranged between 4.9 and 29.5 % with an average of 15.3 %. The 

volume flow for the genetic algorithms seems to be stable, because similar percentages were 

obtained for five of the best solutions. 



Table 2. Scheduled volume by period using genetic algorithms and percentage of the potential harvestablc volume. 

IVficxjs 
F.jido I 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 0 10 hMciUinl Average Mintniuin Mean Maxnnuiii 

I d  ( I I I )  (It ( I I I  )  (» )  ( I I I  1  (») ( I I I  )  (%)  ( I I I  )  (») ( I I I  )  ( I I I  1  (•)!) (Ml ) (T) ( I I I  )  m ( I I I  )  (»l Notunic ( I I I  )  \ol/ l i a  ( I I I  )  (1.) (%) (%)  

4 73964 17 7 47550 11 3 45453 10 8 40675 97 5«073 14 1 32850 78 48350 11 5 69075 165 76229 18 2 53200 127 41898(1 199 78 130 18 2 

5 310925 24 1 168(iOO 13.1 29.S4I3 22 9 240975 18 7 243825 189 21(>625 16 8 240388 187 1%788 153 224763 17 5 213500 166 1287950 189 13 1 18 3 24 1 

6 589381 24 6 214526 90 485612 20 3 278778 116 491763 20 5 289832 12 1 374333 156 36<»67 154 403827 16 9 391'X)8 16 4 2395067 U>4 90 16 2 24 6 

8 15200 21 8 21470 308 0 00 0 00 11045 159 0 00 22470 32 3 545 08 25700 .36 9 545 08 69640 139 00 13 9 36 9 

10 176061 15 5 %I75 85 122872 10 8 84540 74 130092 114 1(M025 9 1 218405 192 102725 90 1777% 156 87075 77 1137249 261 74 114 19 2 

II 374994 18 3 264674 129 417621 20 4 240796 118 332661 16 2 291230 14 2 391189 19 1 2% 154 145 349862 17 1 314461 15 4 2048309 197 118 160 204 

12 454214 22 7 256872 128 437283 21 8 220852 110 421316 210 232071 116 395370 19 7 280294 140 373157 186 305806 153 2002161 170 n o  16 9 22 7 

13 66237 84 124463 158 95772 12 1 119999 152 129565 16 4 129475 164 147976 187 127791 16 2 118993 15 1 110926 14 1 789222 185 84 14 8 18 7 

14 205992 15 5 275501 207 188298 14 1 299125 22 5 158362 119 302705 22 7 199206 150 274126 206 221159 166 223253 16 8 1331056 209 119 176 227 

IS 242564 17.8 244491 17 9 227581 16 7 291574 21 4 244999 180 288430 21 2 224834 16 5 278780 205 201005 148 261277 19 2 1362257 180 14 8 184 21 4 

16 11129 16 2 18159 26 4 11129 16 2 15100 21 9 11588 168 12075 17 5 8901 129 8732 127 7900 115 10245 '49. 6890<i 125 11 5 16 7 26 4 

17 47832 93 122551 239 64141 125 114253 22.3 58239 114 %295 18 8 91898 179 91633 179 71000 138 123739 24 1 5l26<i6 183 93 17 2 24 1 

18 100022 10 9 217127 23 6 97818 10 6 257449 28 0 98536 10 7 219354 23 9 1085% 118 221402 24 1 138206 150 146093 159 919254 170 10 6 17 5 28 0 

19 292492 13 1 362057 16 2 274459 123 342751 15 3 289002 129 340115 15 2 330672 148 259836 11 6 379922 170 288579 12 9 2237674 191 116 14 1 170 

20 306084 139 310129 14 0 356093 16 1 303406 137 369844 167 292117 132 366100 16 6 332027 150 340115 154 377843 17 1 220%13 189 132 15 2 17 1 

21 382570 140 509296 187 332110 122 527487 193 318543 117 508328 18 6 400448 14 7 4<r)280 183 374772 137 489329 17 9 2727886 180 117 15 9 19 3 

22 240780 142 226631 134 256534 152 215691 127 283175 16 7 221602 13 1 301850 178 259547 15 3 267455 158 250345 14 8 1691944 172 127 149 17 8 

23 112925 135 II24II 135 155488 187 127789 153 113200 136 126487 15 2 111067 13 3 138677 166 67989 82 128646 154 833637 183 82 14 3 18 7 

24 82794 109 135625 178 71399 94 155621 204 106846 14 0 89343 117 94975 125 106298 14 0 99210 130 107119 14 1 761460 263 94 138 204 

25 594% 9.9 91430 152 105868 177 95100 159 61158 10 2 91285 152 57552 96 82498 138 100684 16 8 85320 14 2 599604 193 96 138 177 

26 228731 133 258589 15 1 213575 124 266565 15 5 267865 15 6 257064 150 206749 120 268747 157 242425 14 1 255282 149 1716528 189 120 14 4 157 

27 315473 149 328419 15 5 342633 16 2 273955 129 284979 13 5 288074 136 338463 160 263744 12 5 324792 15 3 309435 146 2117150 172 125 14 5 16 2 

28 253793 12 6 342076 170 271016 135 338861 16 8 318347 158 357647 178 222267 n o  303712 15 1 289213 144 306131 15 2 2012183 185 110 14 9 178 

29 238988 136 280101 159 224182 127 292255 166 265075 15 1 190245 10 8 253633 144 221712 126 236508 134 256858 14 6 1758771 192 108 14 0 16 6 

30 95488 118 90750 11 2 170505 210 56088 69 116705 144 90000 111 109232 13 5 104738 129 112634 139 90455 11 2 810062 324 69 128 21 0 

32 5III9 100 105935 208 76384 150 91928 180 88634 174 113514 22 2 85250 16 7 81031 15 9 110051 216 71402 14 0 510364 126 100 17 1 22 2 

33 211492 144 221319 150 195526 133 228535 155 210304 14 3 241693 16 4 198531 135 2508% 17 1 174456 119 250383 170 1470782 164 119 14 8 17 1 

34 213100 117 276885 15 2 253380 139 257098 14 2 248490 137 290435 160 2107% 116 244058 134 241782 133 285613 15 7 1816562 172 n  6 139 16 0 

35 124537 126 181063 18 3 102405 10 4 100806 10 2 116775 118 186243 189 115900 117 163261 16 5 122828 124 1256% 127 986768 163 10 2 136 18 9 

36 141375 140 118375 117 113908 II 3 150237 14 8 158258 156 120125 119 147743 146 130225 129 153841 152 103620 10 2 10118% 216 10 2 132 156 

40 8448 17.8 5000 10 5 23916 50 4 0 00 19800 41 8 9116 192 5237 n o  0 00 0 00 4116 87 47406 119 00 160 504 

% 



Table 3. Scheduled volume by period using integer programming and percentage of the potential harvestable volume. 

F.jiilo 

id 

(Viirels 

( 1 1 1  I  ( 1 . )  ( I l l  )  ( T )  ( I I I  )  Q . )  ( I l l  )  ( % )  ( 1 1 1  )  ( % )  ( I I I  )  

7 8 

O ' )  ( I I I ' )  ( % )  ( i i i ' >  ( % )  ( I I I )  ( T )  

10 PiMciilin) Average Miiiiiiiuiii Mean Miuiiimiii 

( 1 1 1 ' )  (I') volume ( I I I ' )  volflia (iii3) (Ih) (I.) (%) 

4 88718 21 2 53014 127 80615 21 4 57629 138 80717 19 3 58854 140 787.59 18 8 51979 124 101865 24 3 20524 40 418086 109 49 16 3 24 3 

5 loot 50 78 291272 22 6 162912 126 273050 21 2 184537 14 3 209075 16 2 163353 127 310625 24 1 1.57250 122 247050 19 2 1287950 189 78 163 24 1 

6 382327 16 332346 139 363028 15 2 343975 14 4 378937 158 316909 132 384547 16 1 345169 144 327395 137 373600 156 23950f>7 164 13 2 148 16 1 

8 0 00 25700 36 9 0 OO 0 00 36125 51 9 0 00 15200 21 8 10500 15 1 15200 21 N 2215 3 2 69640 139 00 13 1 31 9 

10 185107 163 105136 92 241950 21 3 73321 64 207883 18 3 123696 109 168751 14 8 161646 142 1M250 14 4 133851 II 8 1137249 261 64 138 21 3 

II 350822 17 1 303659 148 323261 158 271658 13 3 348906 17 0 279092 136 368597 18 0 2903M 142 394230 19 2 281691 138 204830") 197 13 3 157 19 2 

12 243371 122 328059 164 243616 122 312731 15 6 269893 135 365097 18 2 214745 10 7 333372 167 246771 123 385025 192 2002161 170 10 7 14 7 19 2 

| ]  116039 147 124460 158 93255 118 146285 18 5 63343 80 154077 195 80078 10 1 156490 19 8 38447 49 156682 199 789222 185 49 143 19 9 

14 162936 12 2 280548 21 1 185311 139 222648 16 7 151889 114 264325 199 115548 8 7 256088 19 2 169650 127 245489 18 4 1331056 20"; 8 7 154 21 1 

IS 204397 150 208728 153 176166 129 245323 18 0 181670 133 236535 174 2412% 177 213395 157 18%53 139 245410 180 1362257 180 129 157 18 0 

16 19845 28 8 10075 14 6 6652 97 9775 14 2 6110 89 3150 46 11402 16 5 0 00 14373 20 9 3812 55 68'X)6 125 00 124 28 8 

17 95178 18 6 80318 15.7 120577 23.5 66492 130 98857 193 72383 14 1 83849 16 4 86261 168 55220 10 8 93459 18 2 512666 183 10 8 166 23 5 

18 167407 182 78535 85 233213 254 96213 10 5 240132 261 52384 5.7 268862 292 (i0565 66 226199 246 82931 90 919254 170 57 164 29 2 

19 265383 119 373963 16 7 307717 138 367421 164 206133 92 359892 16 1 230045 103 380388 170 236380 106 395945 177 2237674 191 92 140 177 

20 310039 14 0 326676 148 299939 136 349549 158 243766 110 337300 153 306674 139 316612 143 358153 16 2 315478 14 3 2209613 189 no 143 16 2 

21 553494 203 260579 96 470639 173 305426 11 2 457270 168 342874 126 417730 153 388967 143 326858 120 436698 160 2727886 180 96 145 20 3 

22 268460 159 265745 157 273298 16 2 226374 134 309990 183 221407 13 1 290198 17 2 232087 13.7 292802 173 254068 150 1691944 172 13 1 156 18 3 

23 92573 111 121182 14 5 133842 16 1 109545 13 1 148324 178 91889 110 155825 187 96378 116 143956 173 8282S 99 833637 183 99 14 1 187 

24 141420 18 6 92371 12 1 134844 17.7 131480 173 140962 18 5 101985 134 103221 136 119049 156 128685 16 9 105961 139 761460 263 12 1 158 186 

25 85453 14 3 107252 179 63702 106 114394 191 61573 10 3 119731 200 83752 14 0 131848 22 0 31023 52 141223 236 599604 193 52 157 236 

26 336674 196 208169 12 1 319594 186 194497 113 385355 22 4 169023 98 339974 19 8 249040 14 5 309335 180 240632 14 0 1716528 189 98 160 22 4 

27 333831 15 8 322379 152 333452 158 336618 159 341185 16 1 325545 154 354391 16 7 346588 164 328293 155 349109 16 5 2117150 172 15 2 159 16 7 

28 256721 128 356034 177 261481 130 337947 16 8 296535 14 7 348985 173 326976 16 2 319889 159 335412 16 7 261055 130 2012183 185 128 154 177 

29 359067 204 221843 126 271522 154 255855 14 5 300323 17 1 271388 154 246181 14 0 274322 156 318670 18 1 246779 14 0 1758771 192 126 15 7 20 4 

30 74600 92 190040 23 5 71850 89 207233 25 6 74002 91 208400 25 7 73536 91 156944 194 120386 149 92710 114 810062 324 89 157 25 7 

32 90751 178 85832 16 8 36206 7.1 150305 295 35665 70 92378 18 1 76254 149 70185 138 48838 96 98336 19 3 510364 126 70 154 29 5 

33 230203 15.7 201790 137 233293 159 224208 15 2 160900 109 301845 20 5 185684 126 217049 14 8 186745 127 226059 154 1470782 164 10 9 147 20 5 

34 242375 133 245671 135 323444 17 8 246154 13 6 322565 178 244836 135 313699 173 167664 92 372788 20 5 173418 95 1816562 172 92 14 6 20 5 

35 145710 148 180825 18 3 130211 13 2 163800 16 6 108354 110 192473 19 5 124744 126 154300 156 145774 14 8 204971 208 986768 163 110 157 208 

36 119225 118 227949 225 117550 116 168717 16 7 185548 18: 148700 147 201239 199 115800 114 241489 23 9 116648 11 5 1011896 216 114 162 23 9 

40 2700 57 17100 361 5000 10 5 17100 36 1 0 00 13447 28 4 0 00 10236 216 0 00 13447 28 4 47406 119 00 167 361 

0\ 
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The results for the performance of the GA using different set of parameters are 

presented in two separated sections: pilot study and eucalyptus plantation. 

Pilot study 

As Table 4 proposes there was some variation in the results using different settings in 

the genetic algorithms. The best results were obtained using a larger number of iterations for 

both the simple and steady state algorithms. This might be due to the fact that with each 

iteration the algorithm uses the information previously generated to move toward the 

optimum. In the case of the population size the results were contradictory. While the simple 

method worked better with smaller population sizes the steady state worked better with 

larger ones. The possible explanation to this behavior is that the simple algorithm changes 

the whole population every iteration so only by chance a good solution can be included in 

the new population thus the population size is not extremely important. To the contrary with 

the steady state algorithm having big populations to chose from the best fitted permutations 

will enable the algorithm to achieve each time better solutions. 

For the pilot study the best mutation probability was 0.01 and the best crossover 

probability was 0.2 using the simple genetic algorithms (Table 5). The objective function 

response to the changes in crossover and mutation probabilities showed a trend when the 

simple algorithms was used. Here, as the crossover probability decreased the objective 

function value increased, except for the 0.1 probability. Likewise, the smaller the mutation 

probability the larger the objective function. In the case of the steady state algorithm, the 



Tabic 4. a) Population size vs. scheduled volume percentage relative to the potential volume for pilot study, 
b) Number of GA iterations vs. scheduled volume percentage relative to the potential volume for pilot study. 

a) 

GA method Simple Steady state 
Population size 10 20 SO 10 20 50 

% 99.65 99.61 99.59 99.68 99.73 99.76 

b) 

GA method Simple Steady state 
Number of itei^tions 100 200 500 1000 2000 100 200 500 1000 2000 

% 99.49 99.57 99.62 99.67 99.72 99.60 99.69 99.74 99.79 99.81 
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highest objective function value was located in the medium mutation probability value used 

here (0.05). To the contrary, the lowest objective function value was obtained with the 

medium value of the crossover probability (0.5). 

The curve that described the relationships between the amount of scheduled volume 

and the number of iterations for the pilot study leveled off around 2000 iterations. After that 

point the scheduled volume increments were smaller. However, the GA kept improving the 

resulting value as the number of iterations increased until a value of 32,000 iterations where 

the average resulting value was less than the one obtained with 16,(XX) iterations (Figure5). 

Eucalyptus plantation 

For the eucalypt plantation runs, the steady state algorithm always required less time to 

find the solution than the simple genetic algorithm when both methods where compared 

employing the same parameters. However, on average the simple method always had better 

solutions, although the difference between both algorithms was small. Additionally, the best 

result for all trials was obtained with the simple algorithm utilizing a mutation probability of 

0.01 and a crossover probability of 1. The inferior performance of the steady state algorithm 

could be due to the fact that it only replaces part of the population each iteration. 

Consequently, those best solutions are more likely to be selected on each iteration driving 

the search to a single best solution causing premature convergence to a local optimum. 



i'ablc 5. a) Mutarion probability vs. scheduled volume percentage relative to the potential volume for pilot study and eucalyptus 

plantation, b) Crossover probabilirj' vs. scheduled volume percentage relative to the potential volume for pilot study and eucalyptus 

plantation. 

a) 

OA method Siirplc Steady state 

Mutation probability 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.20 

% (pilot study) 99.7354 99.6877 99.6259 99.5833 99.5652 99.7644 99.7704 99.7729 99.7346 99.6426 
%(eucalypt) 99.9959 99.9958 99.9950 99.9961 99.9950 99.9958 99.9949 99.9947 99.9953 99.9958 

b) 

GA method Sinpic Steady state 

Crossover probability 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 O.l 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 

% (pilot study) 99.7498 99.7657 99.7310 99.6698 99.5608 99.7494 99.7547 99.7149 99.7891 99.6570 

%(eucalypt) 99.9956 99.9959 99.9956 99.9964 99.9951 99.9954 99.9958 99.9947 99.9955 99.9944 
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As shown in Table 5, there was almost no effect on the objective function when the 

crossover and mutation probabilities where modified. It was found that for the eucalypt 

study the best mutation probability was 0.1 and the best crossover probability was 1.0 using 

the simple genetic algorithm. Also, it seemed to be evident that when the mutation 

probability decreased the objective function value increased with the exception of the 0.1 

mutation probability. Conversely, when the steady state algorithm was used the response 

was more chaotic for both changes in mutation and crossover probabilities. Here, the 

highest objective function values were obtained with a crossover probability of 0.2 and 

mutation probabilities of 0.01 and 0.2. 

The program was slightly more susceptible to the change in the values of the crossover 

probability than in those of mutation probability (Table 5). Interestingly, as the crossover 

probability was increased the time used to solve the problem also increased. This behavior 

was only evident for the eucalyptus database, and not evident for the different mutation 

probabilities. 
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CHAPTER V. CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

The GA program developed here has the capability to solve long-term harvest 

scheduling problems in an efficient way and in less time than traditional methods. It can 

offer several solutions in the same time that integer programming is still converging to the 

optimal solution. In forest plans like the one considered in this work it is always a good idea 

to have more than one possible solution. Having multiple robust alternatives to chose from 

is of utmost importance when several factors need to be considered in the decision making 

process. Some of the factors that affect the decision making process, such as economic 

issues, environmental concerns, government legislation, negotiations between the company 

and the landowners, are highly variable. Having a diversity of possible harvesting patterns 

makes the decision making process easier with such diverse decision making factors. An 

additional advantage is the fact that this program can be easily modified to meet different 

conditions or to fit related resource management problems. 

Perhaps the most important contribution of this work is the capability of this program 

to handle reharvesting. This is of utmost importance for a forest plantation where 

regeneration is going to be carried out shortly after the harvesting has taken place. This 

capability also enables the estimation of long-term sustainable harvest levels and could give 

relevant information to the silvicultural investing decisions. Only few studies in the area 

that have considered reharvest in their models, for example Clements et al. (1990) and 



Snyder and ReVelle (1996a). However, the former authors used a small database and the 

later used a supercomputer, so for practical purposes these models seems to have some 

drawbacks. In reference to the reharvest, an important characteristic of the program 

developed here is its capability to set the time lag constraint which can avoid having the 

same units been harvested over and over on every period of the planning horizon. This 

allowed the program to output a harvest schedule with management units distributed all 

over the study area for each period (Figure 3). 

Furthermore, the GA are well suited to use the random generated permutation of 

management units, because the higher the number of permutations the higher the chance of 

obtaining the optimal solution. Consequently, given that the GA uses not only a permutation 

at each iteration, but a population of permutations it is more likely that the genetic algorithm 

solution be almost optimal. 

Of relevant importance was the evaluation of the performance of the GA program 

against the IP. None of the related papers evaluates the performance of the proposed 

methods against the deterministic standard method (IP), most of them evaluate their 

methods against other heuristic methods or compare their performances against relaxed IP 

formulations, that is relaxing the integer constraints. Here, all trees were scheduled for 

harvesting after a growth period thus no tree growth was considered. This feature enabled 

the IP formulation to be reduced enormously and able to be solved through this 

deterministic method. Despite the no consideration of tree growth, having obtained an 

almost optima] solution through IP gives some insight that perhaps when bigger and faster 



computers are available to the decision makers they will have less need for the use of 

heuristic methods such as presented in this work. However, for the time being, there is still 

a big advantage in the use of genetic algorithms. 

There is small variation on the performance of the genetic algorithms according to the 

engine employed. The best result was obtained using the simple genetic algorithm in this 

study. On the other hand, the findings for the crossover and mutation tests agree with those 

reported by Mullen (1996). That is, there is almost no effect on the performance of genetic 

algorithms when the mutation and crossover probabilities were varied, at least for the range 

of values used in this work. These results are interesting because the same behavior was 

found in the two databases used in this work. These databases represent a wide range of 

database sizes, so similar behavior could be expected for problems sizes located in this 

range. 

The relationship between the number of iterations and the average value of the 

solutions obtained for the pilot study suggests a rapid solution increment for low numbers of 

iterations, and then the curve starts to level off at about 2,000 iterations. Finally, at about 

15,000 iterations the curve becomes a constant where the increment in number of iterations 

does not affect the solution. This conforms to the results presented by Mullen and Butler 

(1997) and gives some insight about the GA stability as a method. These authors used a 

different genetic algorithm library (PGALib) in a similar evaluation of the number of 

iterations and the best solution found at each iteration. Similar behavior could be expected 

when the algorithm is used on a bigger database such as the eucalyptus database. However, 
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this was impossible to prove due to the time required to have enough runs to obtain 

significant results given the time frame established for this work. 

As the sensitivity analysis suggested, the volume predictions are of utmost importance 

in the definition of the possible harvest scheduling patterns. For this reason the accurate 

prediction of the expected volume for each management unit could be critical in the spatial 

distribution of the management units to be cut. Due to the lack of knowledge about the 

expected yield for the study area an ample range was employed to look for the effects that 

the volume prediction could have in the harvesting pattern. Nonetheless, in the real world 

this range could be less wide so its effect would be of smaller magnitude. This was the case 

when comparing two contiguous scenarios medium-high or medium-low. Here there was a 

higher coincidence in the number of units chosen for harvest than in the case when the two 

extremes were compared (low and high). To conclude with the discussion of the volume 

sensitivity analysis it is crucial to mention that when the proper estimations for volume 

increment are available for the species of interest these values can be included in tl^e model 

to give the real solution for this long-term scheduling problem. 

In reference to the flow volume analysis this study gives important information about 

the influence of the area contribution of the ejidos to the plantation. Ejidos 8, 16 and 40 had 

at most 550 ha which represents less than 10% of the average area for ejido that was 6728 

ha. Consequently those ejidos with low area contributions to the plantations had the biggest 

variation of scheduled volume. This low scheduled volume might be due to the small 

probability that a unit in a small area be selected and also to the spatial restriction imposed. 
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It is probable that after some units are scheduled in a period, trying to schedule more units 

in the next period on the same small area violates the spatial restrictions. 

Finally, it can be concluded that this model can be employed as a better alternative than 

integer programming to solve long-term spatially constrained harvest scheduling problems. 

Supporting this conclusion are the following facts: several viable solutions can be generated 

offering a robust optimal cutting strategy, the computer processing time is always less than 

for the integer programming approach, the results obtained for this method were always 

above the integer programming best solution, this model is able to solve even larger 

problems where IP fail, for example when tree growth is considered, and it has a more 

flexible formulation enabling the harvest of adjacent units given that the sum of their areas 

does not exceed a previously defined maximum area. Additionally, due to its flexibility it is 

very likely that making the pertinent arrangements this model can be used to solve similar 

problems in related areas of resource management where spatial restrictions needed to be 

considered. 
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Limitations and Recommendations 

Perhaps one of the main limitations of this method is that for big data sets like the one 

used in this work the time required to run it with high number of iterations and big 

population sizes increases dramatically. This makes the use of this method less appealing 

compared to the integer programming approach. This would be more critical with the 

improvement of the hardware available for the use of integer programming. However, the 

use of genetic algorithms enables the generation of various solutions which in a given point 

could allow the change of decisions in case new environmental restrictions were 

implemented, or in case ecological or climatic changes occurs in future years. 

Some recommendations obtained from this work are: 

Other forms representing the problem can be tested. That is, other chromosome 

representation can be implemented and their performance tested. For example, the use of 

gray codes allows GA mutation at any one bit position to change only the decoded value 

associated with that position by 1. A straight binary conversion instead of single bit 

mutations could drastically change the coded value associated with the mutated position. It 

is desirable to have gradual changes rather than drastic changes in solution values as the GA 

runs. The drawback of this representation is the size of the binary string to represent 

chromosomes in big databases as the one used here. 
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The use of combinations of simulated annealing and genetic algorithms has been 

reported to give better results than the use of these methods separately. This improvement is 

based on a better method to regulate the mutation probability during the genetic algorithm 

process. The idea behind this is to have big mutation probabilities at the beginning of the 

evolution process and gradually reduce the value once the genetic algorithm is converging 

to the optimal solution. In this way the mixed program would explore new search spaces at 

the beginning and exploit those best solutions at the end. 

Additionally, this model can be improved to assure that the distribution of the harvest 

units be distributed in such a way that all the different communities (ejidos) in the study 

area have at least a minimum amount of volume each period. However, because the 

plantation is still in the planning stage the result obtained in this matter could change the 

point of view of the company. That is, the company could decide that instead of forming a 

joint venture agreement with the ejidatarios it would be best if they just rent those parcels 

that are necessary to get the programmed volume of wood in each period. Finally, if no 

further modifications are made to the program to account for an equal volume flow for all 

the ejidos as the results suggested, the company should avoid negotiation with small ejidos 

where a minimum of management units are unlikely to be harvested every period. 

For this work the volume restrictions were set to harvest 10 % of potential volume each 

period. The visual inspection of the scattered harvest patterns would make one wonder if 

this amount was the low limit of program capability. A preliminary study using 30 % of the 

potential volume was developed running the GA ten times and selecting the best solution. 



Here, only 17 % of the total area was never scheduled for harvesting which is an 

improvement to the 25 % never cut when only 10% of the potential volume was used. 

However, the percentage scheduled by period had a bigger variation. In this case, a period 

with a low scheduled volume always followed one with a high amount of scheduled 

volume. Further experimentation needs to be realized using other databases and different 

harvesting levels. 

If the information about the net present value were available for the plantation it would 

be of great interest to see the impact of considering real profit values instead of volume and 

to check the economic viability of this plantation considering the spatial and green-up 

constraints. 

Finally, given that the forest companies use the argument that the management units 

can be used as wildlife corridors between the areas of natural vegetation it would be 

motivating to extend this program to consider in the objective function the formation of 

these wildlife corridors where two natural areas are always connected for management units 

with tree coverage. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A. General flow chart of the scheduling processes. 
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APPENDIX B. DigiUil data layers. 
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APPENDIX C. Integer programming (Branch and Bound) 

Integer programming is an optimization method where some of the variables are 

restricted to be integers. The most usual method to solve this type of problem is called 

branch and bound. This method uses Linear programming (LP) as the basis to solve 

optimization problems. Like linear programming it has the following assumptions: 

proportionality (the contribution of a given activity is proportional to the level of that 

activity); additivity (the contribution of all the activities to the objective function is equal to 

the sum of each activity contribution), determinism (all the coefficients are assumed to be 

known and constant) (Buongiomo and Gilless 1987). However, the fourth assumption 

divisibility does not hold for integer programming. Here, LP requires that the decision 

variables be divisible and continuous, taking any non-negative value (Yoshimoto et al. 

1994). Consequently, a LP solution is not adequate to solve the harvest scheduling problems 

where discrete decision must be done, for example "harvest" or "no harvest". These types of 

discrete variable problems are best solved with integer progranmiing. This method first 

solves the problem with linear progranmiing using a relaxed formulation (without any 1-0-

integer restriction). After a solution is found, if one of the solutions has a continuous value, 

for example 2.4, the two nearest integers are checked. That is we add new constraints to the 

problem. The problem is forced from 2.4 either to two or three, and then both solutions are 

compared against each other for relative attractiveness. And the node with the best integer 

solution is selected and the other is abandoned. Then the new node selected becomes a 

subproblem that is solved again through LP. The described process is repeated again until 
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an optimal solution is found or until no more branches to check are left. This search process 

is what makes the integer programming method so difficult to solve. Additionally, even 

when the branch and bound method had already found the optimal solution it keeps 

searching to guarantee optimaiity (Yoshimoto et al. 1994). This is why this method takes so 

long to solve a problem. And this worsens when the problem to solve has a large number of 

variables and constraints. 



APPENDIX D. GA Harvest Schedule Output. 

UNIT PERIOD UNIT PERIOD UNIT PERIOD 

XOOOOl 3 X00017 3 X00033 6 

XOOOOl 7 X00017 6 X00034 3 

XOOOOl 9 X00018 8 X00034 5 

X00002 1 X00019 2 X00034 9 

X00002 5 X00019 4 X00035 1 

X00003 2 X00019 6 X00035 3 

X00003 8 X00019 8 X00036 1 

X00003 10 X00021 1 X00036 6 

X00004 7 X00021 7 X00036 10 

X00005 4 X00021 9 X00037 2 

X00005 6 X00022 3 X00037 4 

X00006 1 X00022 5 X00037 6 

X00006 8 X00023 2 X00037 8 

X00006 10 X00023 4 X00037 10 

X00007 3 X00023 6 X00038 2 

X00007 5 X00023 8 X00038 4 

X00008 2 X00023 10 X00038 9 

X00008 8 X00024 2 X00039 2 

X00008 10 X00024 9 X00039 3 

X00009 4 X00025 2 X00039 5 

X00009 6 X00025 4 X00039 7 

XOOOlO 1 X00025 6 X00039 8 

XOOOlO 4 X00025 8 X00039 9 

XOOOlO 8 X00026 1 X00039 10 

XOOOll 2 X00026 3 X00040 1 

XOOOll 6 X00026 7 X00040 6 

XOOOll 8 X00026 9 X00041 3 

X00012 3 X00027 5 X00042 1 

X00012 7 X00028 3 X00042 8 

X00012 9 X00029 6 X00042 10 

X00013 3 X00029 8 X00043 1 

X00013 5 X00030 2 X00043 4 

X00013 10 X00030 10 X00043 6 

X00015 1 X00031 2 X00044 4 

X00015 3 X00031 5 X00044 8 

X00015 10 X00031 9 X00046 7 

X00016 2 X00032 1 X00046 9 

X00016 5 X00032 4 X00047 4 

X00016 8 X00032 8 X00049 1 

X00017 1 X00033 3 X00049 4 



UNIT PERIOD 
X00050 4 
X00050 6 
XOOOSO 8 
X00051 8 
X00052 8 
X00053 5 
X00053 10 
X00054 5 
X00055 6 
X00055 8 
X00057 I 
X00057 5 
X0(X)57 10 
X00059 1 
X00059 4 
X00061 6 
X00062 7 
X00062 9 
X(X)063 5 
X00063 7 
X00065 8 
X00066 2 
X00066 5 
X00066 8 
X00066 10 
X00067 1 
X00067 3 
X00067 5 
X0(X)67 8 
X00067 10 
X00068 4 
X00068 7 
X00068 9 
X00069 3 
X00069 5 
X00069 7 
X00069 10 
X00070 1 
X00070 10 
X00071 6 
X00071 9 
X00072 2 

UNIT PERIOD 
X00072 4 
X00072 8 
X00074 6 
X00074 9 
X00076 3 
X00076 5 
X00076 10 
X00077 2 
X00077 6 
X00078 3 
X00078 5 
X00078 10 
X00080 1 
X00080 5 
X00081 3 
X00082 3 
X00082 5 
X00083 7 
X00084 1 
X00084 4 
X00085 10 
X00086 2 
X00086 8 
X00087 1 
X00087 10 
X00088 4 
X00088 7 
X00089 5 
X00089 7 
X00091 4 
X00091 6 
X00091 10 
X00092 6 
X00092 8 
X00093 3 
X00093 9 
X00094 3 
X00094 4 
X00094 5 
X00094 6 
X00094 8 
X00095 3 

UNIT PERIOD 
X00095 5 
X00096 4 
X00096 8 
X00097 1 
X00097 7 
X00098 2 
X00099 7 
X00099 10 
XOOlOO 6 
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